keypoint 1  Jesus appears to Sister Lucia, and tells her an analogy that if Heaven’s commands are done late, the Church’s ministers will “follow the example of the King of France in delaying the execution” in other words for not following the command. He tells her, “They have not chosen to heed my request.” “They will follow him into misfortune.” It is understood that this is a future warning to the Pope and his bishops given in Rianjo, Spain, 1931, but it is not publicized.

keypoint 2  On May 13, 1931, in a sacred ceremony, all Portuguese bishops consecrate the nation of Portugal to the Immaculate Heart of Mary; 2 years earlier they had offered a consecration to the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

keypoint 3  Sep. 12, 1935 the bodies of Francisco and Jacinta exhumed; Jacinta’s body was found to be uncorrupted in spite of being buried in quicklime.

keypoint 4  Portugal escapes the total horrors of the Spanish Civil War and World War II. Over 6,000 priests were captured and tortured in the Spanish Civil War. About 280 nuns were also captured, some were raped, some had their eyes gouged out, others were dragged by chains from fast cars until they died.

keypoint 5  A great and strange light appears Jan. 25, 1938 over Europe, as warning in the sky, as foretold.

keypoint 6  A most unusual visitation on October 24, 1940: kept secret from the world whereby Sister Lucia had a special visitation by Jesus Christ Who told her it was His wish a consecration of the world to the Immaculate Heart of Mary be performed.

keypoint 7  Pope Pius XII does a consecration twice, once on radio by himself, mentioning the “world” by name but, not Russia, Oct. 31 and Dec. 8, 1942. The partial consecrations were done to the Immaculate Heart of Mary but not in the way She originally requested.

keypoint 8  In a secret letter to her spiritual director (dated Feb. 28, 1943) Archbishop Don Manuel Ferreira, she told him the content of the 1940 consecration was held in approval by God, and that Lucia was told He promises the world war would be shortened. However, Lucia also stated the “conversion of Russia is not for now.” WW II ravages on.

keypoint 9  January 2, 1944, Sister Lucia writes down the Third Secret in the middle of WW II; later reveals the Blessed Mother wishes it to be revealed in 1960.

keypoint 10  Aug. 6, 1945: God’s hand of protection is extended to 8 Jesuit priests in Hiroshima less than 8 blocks from A-bomb epicenter are spared all radiation and death; survivor Rev. Schiffer attributes this to their daily Fatima prayers and Holy Rosary recited together.

keypoint 11  The Second World War ends in 1945, about 15 million battle deaths; a minimum of 45 million civilian deaths; numbers vary.


keypoint 13  Nov. 1, 1950, Mary’s assumption was formally declared to be part of Catholic dogma.
keypoint 14 Warner Brothers released in 1951 *The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima* feature movie in color.

keypoint 15 July 7, 1952, Pope Pius XII again does a consecration mentioning this time “the Peoples of Russia” by name, but he does it alone.


keypoint 17 Sister Lucia interviewed by Father Augustin Fuentes on Dec. 26, 1957 told him many priests will be dragged down by the devil and it is not the end times.

keypoint 18 August 17, 1959, Pope John XXIII reads the 25-line text of the Third Secret of Fatima, exclaims, “I do not express any judgement”, and then has his personal secretary Msgr Loris Capovilla (now Cardinal) write on the envelope, “I leave it to others to comment or decide.”

keypoint 19 The public was not allowed to speak or see Sister Lucia, under a new stricter policy of silence except by “explicit permission”. Members of her family were excluded by this new policy of 1960. This remained until her death. John XXIII decided he would never publish the letter of the 3rd Secret. He forbids any and all references regarding Fatima and Russia, in disobedience to the wishes of Heaven, according to Vatican insider Malachi Martin.

keypoint 20 July 4, 1961, the Blessed Mother Mary, escorted by two angels, one was Archangel Michael, secretly explains to four children in Garabandal, Spain a message of hope, sacrifices, penance, prayer and to visit the Blessed Sacrament. Adding, “If not, a chastisement will befall us. The cup is already filling up, and if we do not change, a very great chastisement will come upon us.”

keypoint 21 Super Secret Metz Pact (1962) absolved the Second Vatican Council, assembled between 1962 and 1965, and any bishop, theologian or periti from debating and officially denouncing Communism. Vatican II modernized the mass. This is definitely in the ebook. Tellstar became the first satellite to relay live TV across the ocean.

keypoint 22 June 3, 1963, Dr. Gennaro Goglia injects a secret serum of chemicals into the newly deceased body of Pope John XXIII to block the process of decomposition.

keypoint 23 June 27, 1963, according to Secretary Capovilla, Pope Paul VI read the Third Secret for the first time on this date.

keypoint 24 A Pope consecrates again the world, but because of the Metz Pact, Paul VI does not mention Russia in 1964.

keypoint 25 March 27, 1965, Pope Paul VI read the other text of the Third Secret, the one that is 62-lines long, according to Cardinal Tarcisio Pietro Bertone in a 2000 statement.

keypoint 26 June 18, 1965, final Garabandal message was given. Television cameras from Italy were there. A long message; a stern warning; many on road to perdition.
keypoint 27  On June 29, 1972, when celebrating a special mass to begin the 10th year of his Pontificate, Pope Paul VI lets slip to the world, “...from some fissure, the Smoke of Satan has entered the temple of God.”  He also said, “There was the belief that after Vatican II Council there would be a day of sunshine for the history of the Church.  Instead,” he said pessimistically, “it was the arrival of a day of clouds, of tempest, of darkness....”  He added, something is preternatural and has arrived to intervene with adverse power.  The Pope called him, “the devil, this mysterious being that the letter of St. Paul alludes to.”

keypoint 28  Oct. 13, 1973, Akita message given to Sister Agnes Sasagawa of dire warnings for both the clergy and humanity, a reference full of sadness with the prince of darkness infiltrating the Catholic Church and that fire will fall from the sky and will wipe out a great part of humanity.  A sign will appear, similar to a message of Garabandal (see ebook.)


keypoint 30  After 10 recurring dream-visions by David Booth and reported officially to FAA Paul Williams of a jet turning over on its side and crashing before it happened, it came true on May 25, 1979, Flight 191 crashed near O’Hare; 273 people were killed.

keypoint 31  Pope John Paul II is shot by an assassin on May 13, 1981 and survives.

keypoint 32  August-Sept. 1981 an armada of 83 U.S., British, Canadian, and Norwegian ships led by the carrier Eisenhower managed to transit the Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom Gap undetected, using a variety of carefully crafted concealment and deception tactics, a stealth fleet, which managed to elude a Soviet low-orbit, active-radar satellite launched to locate it.

keypoint 33  May 13, 1982, Pope John Paul attempts a consecration of the world without bishops of the world.  By 1982, 73% of the world was Communist.

keypoint 34  President Reagan announced the Strategic Defense Initiative, a new laser-armed antiballistic missile system from both ground and from outer space.

keypoint 35  The U.S. Pacific Fleet held its largest exercises April-May 1983 in the northwest Pacific; 40 ships, including three aircraft carrier battle groups, participated along with AWACS-equipped B-52s, sailed within 450 miles (720 k) of the Kamchatka Peninsula; U.S. attack submarines and antisubmarine aircraft conducted operations while other American warships operated in the Baltic and Black Seas; in fact, U.S. aircraft had flown 20 miles into Soviet air space.

keypoint 36  September 1, 1983 Soviet jet shoots down Korean airliner 007 over Sea of Japan, 269 dead, including Lawrence McDonald, U.S. House of Representatives and 62 other Americans.  Tensions between West and East escalated. 1983 was also the peak year for catching Soviet spy agents during the Cold War, when 147 intelligence officers, 41 in France alone, were caught and ousted.
keypoint 37 March 25, 1984, Pope John Paul II consecrates the “whole world” to the Immaculate Heart of Mary without participation of bishops as requested, but silently he adds enlighten peoples who are awaiting our consecration and confiding.

keypoint 38 L’Osservatore Romano, March 27, edition, reports Pope performed a prayer before 10,000 people on March 25 inside St. Peter, requesting a blessing for the people still “awaiting” for “our act of consecration.”

keypoint 39 New revelation discovered from secret papers (after the fall of the USSR,) Moscow was not only in the midst of a war scare, they came very close to pressing the button.

keypoint 40 Mid-May 1984, huge explosion in Sever-o-mor-ski destroyed 80% of Russia’s missiles reducing the USSR from superpower. Most of America did not know the extent.

keypoint 41 Nov. 11, 1984, Jesus magazine publishes an interview with Card. Ratzinger. Published with the cardinal’s permission, it is revealed he had read the Third Secret and it quotes him as stating it concerns dangers to the faith.

keypoint 42 Dec. 13, 1984 Russia’s largest ammunition base in Siberia explodes.

keypoint 43 Two years later in 1986, St. Michael the Archangel sent an angelic emissary to ask Andrew Wingate if he would like to perform a service for Jesus and his mother, Our Lady. Wingate answered yes. And so began his life as “The Trumpeter” to announce to the world future messages.

keypoint 44 May 13, 1990, freedom of religion was officially allowed in Russia. Rev Stefano Gobbi is told by our Blessed Mother this message: “Humanity has not accepted my motherly request to return to the Lord along the road of conversion....Satan has been the uncontested dominator of the events of this century...spreading far and wide division and hatred, immorality and wickedness and legitimizing divorce, abortion, obscenity, homosexuality and recourse to any and all means of obstructing life.”

keypoint 45 Oct. 13, 1990, President Mikhial Gorbachev, the first baptized Christian President, although still Communist, received the Nobel Peace Prize.

keypoint 46 Dec. 25, 1991, Gorbachev resigns as President of the USSR.

keypoint 47 The Fatima Center holds in 1992 conferences in Fatima; 65 bishops attend. Msgr Guerra holds his own conference and there Brother Francois of France denounces some fake letters attributed to Sister Lucia. No one denies the accusation.

keypoint 48 The Balamand Statement of 1993 makes it a crime for the Roman Catholic Church to preach Christianity in Russia.

keypoint 49 Feb. 5, 1993, Fed. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents grab Oregon black woman Margie Boule, a beautician, break into her home, arrest-interrogate her without due process of law, a mistaken identity; never allowed to call an attorney, terrorized in basement
by agents with no feelings toward her 12 and 4 year-old sobbing daughters. Not until fingerprinted did agents realize the evil boo-boo.

keypoint 50  Cardinal Mario Luigi Ciappi in a 1995 personal communication to Professor Baumgartner in Salsburg, Austria, reveals, “In the Third Secret, it is foretold, among other things, that the great apostasy in the Church will begin at the top.”

keypoint 51  At the 3rd annual “Our Lady of Fatima 2000 International Conference on World Peace” (1996) Archbishop Emmanuel Milingo made allegations that Satanic rituals were performed within the Vatican. Rev. Malachi Martin was in attendance and added, “Anybody who is acquainted with the state of affairs in the Vatican in the last 35 years is well aware that the Prince of Darkness has had, and still has, his surrogates in the court of St. Peter in Rome.”

keypoint 52  Apr. 4, 1997, Father Malachi Martin, who had actually read the Third Secret and was part of the Vatican II Advisory Council, tells on Coast To Coast AM hosted by Art Bell the chastisement of the 3rd Secret of Fatima involves “several.”

keypoint 53  Rev. Wingate escapes death and destruction from the supercell tornado of Mar. 29, 1998 that ravaged the heartland of America.

keypoint 54  Rev. Malachi Martin candidly states on Coast To Coast AM July 14, 1998, the warnings and messages of Garabandal are a repetition of the 3rd Secret in brief.

keypoint 55  In Inside the Vatican issue, former Philippine ambassador to the Vatican, Howard Dee, categorically stated in an interview that Bishop Ito was certain Akita was an extension of Fatima, and that “Cardinal Ratzinger personally confirmed to me that these two messages, of Fatima and Akita, are essentially the same.”

keypoint 56  Columbine High School massacre, April 20, 1999, when 2 Colorado boys tried to blow up their school, it failed but they went on a crazy shooting spree;

keypoint 57  In reference to the appearance of the 3rd A/C, Nostradamus announced his arrival will be “preceded by an eclipse of the Sun more obscure and tenebrous than has ever been seen since the creation of the world” except the eclipse during the era of Our Lord Jesus Christ, regarding his death and passion. This big eclipse appeared Aug 1, 1999.

keypoint 58  For 30 years, the world sees the rise of 2 diametrically opposed polar factions regarding Fatima, namely one concerns the career of Rev. Nicholas Gruner and his devotion to Fatima; the other is a perpetuation by men of high-rank within the Vatican who despise him.

keypoint 59  Body of Pope John XXIII is exhumed in 2000 to be declared blessed, part of the progression to sainthood. Then his body is bathed in solutions of various mixes including formalin, alcohol, penol, camphor, nitrobenzene turpentine, benzoic acid and is embalmed. His face and hands are covered with wax. He is the only pope specially mummified. He is not reburied but put on display for pilgrims in a St. Peter glass enclosure.
keypoint 60  Oct. 8, 2000, the Pope did an Act of Entrustment with 1500 bishops; 2000 was also the year the 3rd Secret was released on June 26. Franciscan order had only 60 new seminarians in year 2000; compare that to 2,251 in year 1965.

keypoint 61  Dance of the Night Lights in the sky circa Mar. 30, 2001. The sky was lit aglow in heavenly fire, a year after The Catholic Times of London declared Vatican II has successfully spread the majestic branches of Catholicism.

keypoint 62  Sept. 2001 final preparations by terrorists include using the internet in Public libraries for free; Sep. 11, 2001 terrorist attack upon the United States people, also the year two GOES satellites registered a gigantic magnetic field spike of the Earth, only 15 mins after the first Twin Tower was hit, a possible link between magnetic field and the collective human emotion response? 2001 also had a double peak for the Solar Max.

keypoint 63  Former Philippine ambassador to the Vatican Howard Dee recollected to the world what Cardinal Ratzinger told him: the message of Akita is essentially the same as Fatima, related in Catholic World News, Oct. 11, 2001 issue.

keypoint 64  Dec. 20, 2001, the Vatican Information Service (VIS) released publicly that Sister Lucia had meditated upon the June 26, 2000 booklet of the 3rd Secret and via an interview of Nov. 17 in the presence of Rev Luis Kondor, Sister Lucia had declared the acceptance of the ‘84 consecration, while the Carmelite community “rejects the forms” of Fr Gruner--as to which forms the interview is describing about, the VIS does not disclose nor does it explain --why after over 70 years of statements that the consecration of Russia was requested by Our Lady--does it now exclaim that it is unneeded; a full contradiction of her prior testimony.

keypoint 65  Jan. 9, 2002, English edition, L’Osservatore with an article of 463 words of an interview of Sister Lucia taken back on Nov. 17, 2001 [conducted by Msgr Bertone (now Cardinal)] that it interprets the 3rd Secret made in the Jubilee Yr (2000) was all revealed, specifically with this line, “Everything has been published....” Question: was everything that the Pope had to read published? or was everything of one part published? or was everything of only the part that was publicly revealed published? No transcript of the interview has been given to the public up to this day.

keypoint 66  In 2002, the Blessed Mother appeared to Fr Wingate telling him it is too late to turn back or run out. Events of punishment to come can only be lessoned. And, it can no longer be prevented.


keypoint 68  A relative of Sister Lucia, David Booth, begins to receive 10 dream-visions in 2003.

keypoint 69  Europe heatwave of 2003 kills over 70,000 people in summer.

keypoint 70  Sep. 2003 Mel Gibson visits Fatima to ask Our Lady for help in his new film.
keypoint 71  Nov. 4, 2003: A sunspot eruption more powerful than every nuclear device being detonated at once. Luckily, huge ejecta of plasma missed Earth. It was an x-45.

keypoint 72  Feb. 23, 2004, First appearance of David Booth on C-2-C with George Noory. A month later he returns. Speaks of a new star that will soon shine AND that he spoke with Sister Lucia. No one at the time knows he is a relative of Lucia. No one may speak with her without permission by Cardinal Ratzinger.

keypoint 73  Springtime 2004 the Mel Gibson movie The Passion of Christ was released.

keypoint 74  March 11, 2004, Ten bombs by terrorists in a Spain train station, worst European attack since WW II; 191 dead; injured more than 1,800.


keypoint 76  A sacrilege was committed in Fatima May 4, 2004. Related in ebook.

keypoint 77  Huge tornado hits Hallam, Nebraska with a record width of 2.5 miles on May 22, 2004.

keypoint 78  In his dungeon, a 3-day flood nearly wrecks George Noory in his MW studio.

keypoint 79  June 3, 2004, large meteor explodes over Pacific NW, turns night into day.

keypoint 80  A huge fireball of tremendous size was seen over the night skies of Texas, OK, and south-central U.S., captured on video by police of Rowlett, Texas on July 7, 2004.

keypoint 81  Codename Bilal, plan to bomb London airport and plan to hit World Bank Building was stopped in 2004.

keypoint 82  July 2004 Mel Gibson accompanied by his wife Robin Moor and Hungarian Rev. Luis Kondor were allowed to visit Sister Lucia and Mother Superior Celina in Coimbra, Portugal, and are secretly shown The Passion of Christ.

keypoint 83  Sep. 2004 Hurricane Ivan hits the America’s with wind speeds in excess of 200 mph, produced 34 tornadoes within 12 hours of initial landfall on the U.S.; it criss-crossed the U.S. twice.

keypoint 84  2004 pronounced as year of record winds.

keypoint 85  Oct. 6, 2004, David Booth given permission by Sister Lucia to announce a dire message on Feet To The Fire hosted by James Jancik; that is also revealed in my ebook.

keypoint 86  Dec. 26, 2004, A horrifically deadly 9.3 quake strikes Indonesia, a shift in the regular plates caused a tsunami, worst calamity in modern history: over 250,000 people were killed; originally estimated at 9.1.

keypoint 88  Severe weather smacks San Francisco complete with a tornado Mar. 21, 2005.

keypoint 89  Apr. 8, 2005, Pope John Paul II--the only Pope who was born during an eclipse since the first pope, Peter, spanning nearly nine centuries--was entombed when the Earth also faced an eclipse.

keypoint 90  The Glory of the Olives Pope, named by St. Malachy after De Labore Solis, becomes Pope on April 19. He is Cardinal Ratzinger who took the name of Benedict XVI in 2005.

keypoint 91  Muslim terrorists exploded hidden bombs in London’s subway, detonated by cell phone on July 7, 2005; 52 dead; over 770 injured.

keypoint 92  The prophecy clock has started and Pope Benedict knew it. That is why he chose the name associated with the order that has a special duty by God. St. Benedict is founder of the Benedictines; a sub branch, the Olivetans, have been encharged to warn and prepare the people for the Little Apocalypse.

keypoint 93  Horrific destruction in summer of 2005: Hurricane Katrina hits.

keypoint 94  Oct. 8, 2005, a 7.6 Pakistan quake topped 73,000 dead and over 63,000 severely injured; 3.5 million made homeless.

keypoint 95  2005 ascends to be the hottest year on record, in terms of surface temperature. The rising heat index story is related in new ebook.

keypoint 96  On Feet To The Fire, Major Ed Dames announced on Dec. 18, 2005, to the audience of James Jancik the 3rd Secret of Fatima deals with an ominous passing space body “that grazes Earth’s atmosphere”. This is similar to the vision of Booth, and like in the vision, there is no impact. However, Dames stated it causes a cataclysm.

keypoint 97  Rev. Rama Coomaraswamy leaves his testimony on Coast To Coast AM, telling Art Bell March 5, 2006, important things about Rev. Malachi Martin and Fatima.

keypoint 98  July 5, 2006, amazing story begins to descend on history, when a young Catholic intellectual-investigator Solideo Paolini obtains for the first time a private conversation with former secretary to the pope Loris Capovilla. See ebook.

keypoint 99  Young intellectual Paolini made amazing discovery after a July 18, 2006 package from Archbishop Capovilla (now Cardinal) former personal secretary to Pope John XXIII: the 3rd Secret has 2 parts because there are 2 envelopes with 2 different dates when Pope read 3rd Secret.

keypoint 100  Nov. 23, 2006, Renowned Italian Catholic commentator and journalist Antonio Socci originally publishes The Fourth Secret of Fatima in Italian. Pub in English in 2009. The book cites testimony of Capovilla of 2 different envelopes and texts that one of
the envelopes--the Capovilla envelope--was kept in the papal apartment and that Paul VI read its contents on June 27, 1963, two years before Vatican Secretary of State claims the Pope first read it, on Mar. 27, 1965. This “Capovilla envelope” is supposed to have Capovilla’s handwriting on outside of envelope, moreover, this envelope has never been produced by Vatican.


**keypoint 102** April 4, 2007, Sec of State Cardinal Bertone was appointed special administrator in Vatican to act as pope in case something happens to the Pope. He, like predecessor Cardinal Angelo Sodano, never had admiration of Our Lady of Fatima.

**keypoint 103** ABC reports: in 30 seconds, ExxonMobil equals what the average American family makes in 1 entire year. April-June Profits 2007 of ExxonMobil equals $114,000,000 a day or $80,000 every minute.

**keypoint 104** May 3, 2007, David Booth appears on *Coast To Coast AM* with George Noory and tells a shocked radio audience he is a relative of Sister Lucia sometime a little after 1 a.m. Pacific time.

**keypoint 105** Second most powerful man in the Vatican Cardinal Bertone publishes own book *The Last Visionary of Fatima* on May 10, 2007 as a determined response to discredit and refute both Paolini and Socci. Title later changed to *The Last Secret of Fatima*.

**keypoint 106** June 21, 2007, Paolini corroborates *The Fourth Secret of Fatima* by responding in a positive manner to what still-living Capovilla had said.

**keypoint 107** Sep. 21, 2007, Cardinal Bertone goes on Italian Telepace network to launch his book and to discredit Socci’s book. The press is invited. Journalist Socci goes but security guards manhandle him and remove him from the premises. But before he has his butt kicked, he was able to play for the assembled journalists an audio tape of Capovilla saying “besides the 4 pages [of the vision described on June 27, 2000] there was something else, an attachment, yes.” In other words, another secretive piece of the Third Secret.

**keypoint 108** In *Catholic World News*, Oct. 15, 2007 it reports the Vatican passport of Archbishop Milingo was confiscated; he was excommunicated in 2006 for wrongful ordination of married men.

**keypoint 109** Dec 2007 The Gulf Stream acts abnormal. Some scientists claim for a period of weeks, it had stopped. For the most part, the general public is unaware of it.

**keypoint 110** 2008 Financial debacle: World Depression/recession strikes globe.


**keypoint 112** October 2008 insider to the Vatican, Msgr. Mario Marini reveals to historian Rev. Paul Kramer that the Catholic hierarchy has their hands tied by evil dark forces.
keypoint 113  Msgr. Mario Marini points out to Rev. Kramer Spring of 2009, “We are under Masonic occupation.”

keypoint 114  According to the prophecy of Garabandal, all popes after John Paul II are part of the end times, post 2005 is a world of a confused Vatican II, vice, promotion of homosexuality, corruption, pedophilia, the rise of the 3rd A/C.

keypoint 115  On May 13, 2009, in a surprise exclamation, Pope Benedict XVI states publicly, “You promised the three children of Fatima...in the end, My Immaculate Heart will triumph. May it be so!”

keypoint 116  Directed by Ian and Dominic Higgins May 13, 2009 World premiere of Fatima movie The 13th Day at the Marche Du Film in Cannes Palais F seen at the Cannes International Film Festival.

keypoint 117  May 4, 2010, Giuseppe DeCarli co-author of The Last Visionary of Fatima admits to the conference of “Fatima Challenge” in Rome that the Third Secret is also valid today. It is not just relegated to the past. Within a year, he passes away.

keypoint 118  May 11, 2010, Pope Benedict XVI made stunning exclamations by warning the Third Secret is not just of past events, and also the greatest persecution against the Catholic Church arises from within the Church and not from enemies outside.

keypoint 119  May 13, 2010, Pope Benedict before an audience of 500,000 people states, “Whoever thinks that the prophetic mission of Fatima is concluded deceives himself.”

keypoint 120  At least 40,000 Russians died as a result of a horrible heat wave in 2010.


keypoint 122  March 11, 2011, Tokyo tremor 9.0 moved Japan’s main island by 8 feet; generates tsunami waves 13-33 ft; 15,891 deaths, 6,152 injured, and 2,584 people missing, as well as 228,863 people living away from their home in either temporary housing or due to permanent relocation; 127,290 buildings reported totally collapsed, with a further 272,788 buildings ‘half collapsed’, and another 747,989 buildings partially damaged; lasted several minutes and damaged Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plants; complete with fires and radiation leaks.

keypoint 123  May 2, 2011, day after beatification of John Paul II, he was reinterred within St. Peter’s Basilica in the Chapel of St. Sebastian above ground, in violation of explicit orders of March 13, 1992 by Bl. John Paul II to be buried in the ground and not in a sarcophagus.

keypoint 124  Author Christopher Ferrara of The Secret Still Hidden not only sells over 50,000 copies in print, but receives an endorsement in the Aug-Sept 2011 issue of Inside the Vatican, where it is reported that editor Robert Moynihan and the late Archbishop
Pietro Sambi, Papal Nuncio to the United States, were discussing the 3rd Secret of Fatima and the response of Bertone which was that there was nothing more to be revealed. Archbishop Sambi told him, as related in the article between Moynihan and Sambi, “’Excuse me.’ He got up and went out of the room, and came back with a book.” “Do you know this book?” he asked Moynihan. It was a copy of The Secret Still Hidden by Chris Ferrara. But, Moynihan then posed this question, “You are the Pope’s representative in the U.S. and you are urging me to read a book that questions what the Secretary of State wrote?” Sambi told him: “All I am saying is that there are interesting things worth reading in this book. And in the end, we are all after the truth, aren’t we? The truth is the important thing.”

**keypoint 125** Passage from Nostradamus’ 1558 letter to the King of France, in reference to a person who will chase and vanquish the 3rd A/C: proceeds from the 48th, “will make a transmigration, chasing away the abomination of the Antichrist, who will make war upon the royal persons of the Pope....” So, if we notate keypoint # 57, we can conclude the arrival of the next A/C and a time-frame of when the dethroner of this A/C shows up on the world stage: the big question is, will the dethroner (savior of Christianity?) battle this A/C before, after or during the destruction of the 7-hill city? And, a Great Miracle? Is the revolting punishment on the 7-hill city part of the chastisement? In the end, the Judge will judge the people, and from our tip-off via another Marian apparition, it is due after the Great Miracle which will be televised. The punishment “would be worse than having fire on top of us, fire underneath us and fire all around us.” In those times, the messages of warnings are glowing, terrible wars, anarchy, decapitation of Christians, decapitation of moral-standards, wicked-like weather and climate.

**keypoint 126** Account of historic proportion of weather in 2011: Director of National Weather Service (NWS), Jack Hayes, stated that in his entire career as weatherman, he had never seen a year like 2011, with “every conceivable type of weather.”

**keypoint 127** Megastorm Sandy hits October-November 2012. It severely affects quite a number of people, over 60 million people. Weather worsens.

**keypoint 128** First President of the United States elected (reelected Nov. 7, 2012) to force nation to remove Biblical barriers considering immorality of homosexuality, ordering to initiate a political change and acceptance of homosexuality as normal way of life. A beacon for the homosexual-Lesbian community. An act of nationwide anti-Catholic policy.

**keypoint 129** Pope Benedict released a dove Jan. 27, 2013, which was then attacked by a seagull.

**keypoint 130** Feb. 11, 2013, Leader of 1.2 billion Catholics, Pope Benedict XVI announces will retire; great lightning bolt struck the dome of St. Peter. The lightning strike from Heaven occurred at 5:55 p.m.

**keypoint 131** Feb. 15, 2013, sudden burst of large burning meteor at hypersonic speed over Chelyabinsk, Russia.

keypoint 133  Petrus Romanus follows *The Glory of the Olive* and during this time, according to St. Malachy, the flock of Christ will feel many tribulations after which “the seven-hill city will be destroyed and the dreadful Judge will judge the people.”


keypoint 135  All the bishops of Portugal with the Archbishop of Lisbon consecrate the new pontificate of Francis I to Our Lady of Fatima on May 13, 2013, the first Pope ever to do so.

keypoint 136  Pope Francis on Sunday, October 13, 2013, conducted a ceremony before some 150,000 people gathered in St. Peter’s Square; the Fatima question of consecration arose because if done as requested by the Blessed Mother, a period of peace would be granted to the world. IS THE WORLD IN PEACE?

keypoint 137  Popes John Paul II and John XXIII declared Saints in a joint ceremony on April 27, 2014, despite John XXIII having only one official miracle attributed to his intercession. He was not canonized by the Congregation for the Cause of Saints, no second miracle was attributed to his intercession, but was named a saint due to the proposal of Pope Francis I. First time in centuries a saint was proclaimed without the need for a 2nd miracle and without even being made a martyr. Since 1963, the Vatican could not find a second miracle attributed to him. John Paul’s first miracle was the curing of a 49-year old French nun Sister Marie Simon-Pierre Normand from Parkinson’s Disease; the second was the recovery of a brain illness for a Costa Rican woman who prayed to him.

keypoint 138  In an area dominated by Juarez Cartel and barrio Azteca, Anapra and Puerto Palomas sectors, 8 miles or so south of El Paso, Texas, Mexican intelligence sources discovered operations of ISIS, April 2015; areas within distance of Fort Bliss, regional universities, Alamogordo, White Sands Missile Range, Deming, El Paso and the electrical power facilities near Anapra and Chaparral, New Mexico.

keypoint 139  Maj. Ed Dames on *Coast To Coast AM*, May 28, 2015, made a notorious statement that ISIS had announced that they have enough money to purchase a Pakistani nuclear weapon.

keypoint 140  Flames of war grow in 2015 as civil mayhem accelerates nationwide, worst cases in Kansas and Baltimore; one instance, a person shoots an unarmed black man in the back. The world also witnesses the birth and the growth of ISIS terrorism, and the world weeps more.